Espanol:

Be able to provide the main points of your workshop in Spanish.

Send K & T a glossary of the important terms and concepts that you will use (in both Spanish and English).

Notes/Thoughts
Kevin, Aletris, Geoff, Emily

Need visual awe factor to attract.
Need to be able to answer in-depth questions.
Need to be up to date on current events related to topic.

Focus on a table (i.e. divide and conquer)
Have 2nd group help first with “recruitment” etc.

If doing “events” like fires need to publicize the times.

Hand sanitizer for animals (and food?).
Include tour guides as first presentation early in day at 9am.
Also serves as mini run-through.
How does your workshop relate to content of B2 tour?
Have tour start at our workshops!

Present elsewhere in Tucson and on campus. Ideas?

Banner ideas:

What saying to put on the banner?

Add

“# in your group”
“what else would you have liked to learn?”

[Need a Lure/Drop Box – Tiffany?]